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Greenify: A game with the purpose of test data genera-tion for unit testing Sharmin Moosavi1, Hassan Haghighi1, Hasti Sahabi1, Farzam Vatanzade1, Mojtaba Vahidi Asl1 1 Faculty of Computer Science and Engineering, Shahid Beheshti University, G. C., Evin, Teh-ran, Iran  Abstract. One of the most important, but tedious and costly tasks of software testing process is test data generation. Several methods for automating this task have been presented, yet due to their practical drawbacks, test data generation is still widely performed by humans in industry. In our previous work, we employed the notion of Game With A Purpose (GWAP) and intro-duced Rings as a GWAP to reduce time and costs of human-based test data generation and increase its appeal to engage even nontechnical people. In this paper, we propose a new game, called Greenify, with the purpose of test data generation so that it solves the main issues of Rings. The environment of this game is built based on a program’s control flow graph. To evaluate the proposed approach, we designed several game levels based on six different C++ programs and gave them to volunteering players. The results show that in comparison to both conventional human-based approach and Rings, Greenify generates test data with less rime for all feasible paths of the given benchmark programs. In addition, Greenify identifies the smaller set of likely infeasible paths. Keywords: Test data generation, Game With A Purpose, Human-based computation game, Human-based software testing. 1 Introduction Most software systems have numerous possible choices for test data when being tested. Thus, various criteria have been defined to find as small as possible subset of input values that result in more effective tests, i.e., those tests which lead to finding more failures of the Software Under Test (SUT). This process is called test data gen-eration [1].  Three different categories of automatic test data generation methods have been pre-sented including the random-based, symbolic execution, and search-based methods. These approaches have some drawbacks [3, 4, 12, 17] that makes them still incom-plete and ineffective in producing test data [5], and therefore, test data generation is still typically carried out by human experts. Generating test data by humans has sev-eral advantages among which is the ability of humans to understand and interpret the code being tested while the computing power of human mind helps him solve prob-lems with high levels of complexity. However, generating data for large SUT is very difficult for humans. In addition, test data generation by humans is a very tedious, time-consuming and costly task in the software development process [1, 2].  Nowadays, one of the well-known methods for solving problems is broadcasting them to the crowd. Some of the crowdsourcing models use computer games in which 



2 mind challenges are one of their most important elements. As player thinks and de-ducts in the process of a game, he can implicitly and through no knowledge of his own, help solve other problems (for example, test data generation) which do not have entertainment goals, by their own. In these situations, crowdsourcing and human-based computation help extracting a significant amount of information from a large number of players and users [7, 11, 14, 16]. This approach to solve problems intro-duces the concept of Game With A Purpose (GWAP). Based on this idea, the method suggested in this paper for test data generation involves designing a game and extract-ing test data based on solutions each non-technical player finds implicitly when play-ing the game.  The first and only attempt for employing GWAP for test data generation was through the “Rings” game introduced in [13]. The puzzles of Rings are designed based on symbolic execution technique. For each path constraint in a program unit’s Control Flow Graph (CFG), a Rings’s puzzle is generated. When a player solves the puzzle, he is implicitly generating appropriate input values that lead to the execution of the chosen CFG path.  Rings alleviates some problems of human-based test data generation. Since the shape of the game is not technical, bigger problems can be solved using crowdsourc-ing (by nontechnical people without getting paid) with a major reduction in costs of test data generation. Furthermore, the lack of motivation is compensated with the amusement of the game. The main drawback of Rings is incapability of visualizing programs with complex conditional statements. The other shortcoming is the disposal of wrong solutions although they could be right solutions of other paths.      In this paper, we aim at designing a GWAP based on concrete execution that does not suffer from the Ring’s problems. In the proposed game, called Greenify, the envi-ronment is built based on CFG of a given program. The CFG’s nodes are displayed by light bubbles, and a path of the CFG is represented by a string of connected light bub-bles. The players should change the input power flows of the string until the color of all connected bubbles turns to green. During the gameplay, players are actually gener-ating necessary data to cover the given test paths. Greenify can mitigate the main drawbacks of Rings since:  1- It is not based on symbolic execution.  2- It stores all acquired data of player quests, even if it does not lead to success.  3- By checking all data extracted from different players' play, the likely infeasible paths could be identified.  We have conducted an experiment to evaluate the Greenify performance in com-parison to Rings, the conventional human-based and random approaches. We have selected six programs and developed the puzzles of both Greenify and Rings for all paths of these programs. Then, we asked a group of players to play the puzzles, and also, a group of programmers to manually generate data. The highlights of the exper-imental results are as follows:  
• When players play Greenify, they generate data faster than other approaches. 
• Many Greenify puzzles are solved by wrong data obtained for other puzzles.  
• All feasible paths are covered by Greenify. 
• The smaller set of probable infeasible paths is identified by Greenify.  In the following, we glance through related work in section 2. The design of Greenify is presented in section 3. In section 4, we have provided the experimental 



3 results. Finally, section 5 is devoted to the conclusions and some directions for future work. 2 Related work     One of the methods for crowdsourcing is using game thinking. Hence, in this sec-tion, some important works that apply the concept of crowdsourcing and game think-ing in the field of software testing are presented (Fig.1).  Fig.  1. The methods for crowdsourcing Crowdsourcing- Nowadays crowdsourcing is a popular method in the domain of software testing. In [26, 27], some complex testing tasks in functional testing and verification such as cross-browser verification have been given to the crowd. The results show that test performance is improved in terms of time and bug detection compared to traditional software testing [28]. The research in [29, 30] use crowdsourced software testing (CST) for validation and acceptance testing and the results indicate that CST improves quality while being more flexible. CST is shown to be reliable, cost-efficient with high quality [30, 31] in usability testing, as well. To our knowledge, there is no CST for test data generation in the literature.   Gamification- The researchers in [20] have conducted an experiment on a gamified unit testing process including two groups of individuals, gamified and non-gamified, and showed that the gamified group has had a significant outperformance in locating faults compared to the non-gamified group. Arnarsson and Johannesson in [21] re-ported that developers engaged in their experiment were motivated by their gamified system to create more effective unit tests and emphasized that the software testing skills of developers have been considerably improved. The authors of [22] introduced a game called “Code Defenders” that engages students in a competitive way to do mutation testing. In the game, the players can be defenders or attackers and SUT has a central role.  GWAP- In [24], a GWAP, called Xylem, The Code of Plant, was introduced for for-mal verification. In this game, the invariants of program loops are presented as strange plants. Pipe Jam is another game, introduced in [25], that carries out software verification by converting the task into a game puzzle and then converting back the solutions to a correctness proof. The first research to use GWAP in test data genera-tion has been introduced in [13]. The game, called Rings, generates test data based on symbolic execution. In Rings, a CFG path is shown as a pipe network to players. At the network entry, there are several rings that fall in the network of pipes during the play. There are also some filters in the network. If the attributes of the rings are set 

Crowdsourcing (a model thatpeople or organizations getgoods or services from a largegroup of individuals and onlinecommunity) Game thinking Gamification (using game elements in non-game contexts in order to engage users)GWAP (includes all elements and details ofgame; however, there is a grander goal like asolution to a scientific problem)Non game thinking



4 correctly, the rings transit between the filters, successfully. The program conditional statements resemble the filters in the game and the input parameters of the source code map to the rings of the game. When the players solve the puzzles, they indeed generate data for the given source code. Although according to the evaluation results, it is successful as a GWAP, Rings has several problems, including: - Mathematical complexity: Rings cannot visualize nonlinear and complex path constraints. - Disposal of wrong solutions: if players are unsuccessful in solving a puzzle, all of their data are wasted, even if a wrong solution for the puzzle could be the correct solution for another puzzle. - A large set of probable infeasible-test paths: Corresponding paths of puzzles that are not solved by players in the threshold time, are considered as a set of likely infeasible paths. However, a large set of likely infeasible paths is rec-ommended by Rings while many of these paths are feasible. In the present paper, we propose a new game which has the Rings’ advantages while solves the above-mentioned problems, as well. 3 The Game Design of Greenify The goal of Greenify is to generate test data based on the program’s corresponding CFG with the aim of covering special test paths. To this end, the player somehow changes the input values to satisfy or dissatisfy the conditional statements of the pro-gram, implicitly, in order to cover a specific test path without any technical knowledge of the program variables, program control flow, and the conditions used in the branch statements. 3.1 Display the elements of a program unit in the game In this section, we explain how the components of a program (CFG and input vari-ables) are displayed by game elements.  The Display of CFG in Greenify- The first step of designing Greenify is formulating CFG of SUT in a form of gameplay (or game environment). After extracting the CFG from the source code, it is displayed on the screen with some graphical appeal. Light bubbles that can present different colors are placed on the branches which are corre-spondent to the program’s conditional statements. When a light bubble’s color turns to green, it means that the corresponding conditional statement of the branch is evalu-ated as true, and when it turns to red, it means that the conditional statement is evalu-ated as false. For each level of the game, the player is asked to solve a path in the CFG. The Display of Variables in Greenify- The SUT’s input variables are mapped into sliders (for Integers, Floats and ASCII codes of characters) and checkboxes (for Bool-eans). The sliders are appropriate for both continuous and discrete variables. A player can change the input values by twiddling the sliders or checking and unchecking the checkboxes, without getting involved with the actual values of the variables. For example, consider the code segment in Fig. 2 and its corresponding CFG. The goal of this program is to calculate the common area of two concentric circles. The 



5 two Boolean variables in1 and in2 determine if the outer or the inner area of each circle is intended in the calculation of the common area. Considering the CFG of this code, take for instance ABCEH as the target path of the graph that should be covered by appropriate input values. A screenshot of the game’s environment for this situation is shown in Fig. 2 in which two sliders are shown for the two float inputs as well as two checkboxes for the two Boolean inputs.   
 Fig.  2. The source code, CFG and game’s environment of “interArea”  3.2 The Gameplay    A display of all described elements is shown to the player at the beginning of the game.  The target path is shown to the player with blinking all the light bubbles of the path. The goal for the players is to adjust the input power flow by sliders or check-boxes to turn these light bubbles to green. At first, the player starts out just by ran-domly twiddling the sliders and checking the checkboxes. Each light bubble changes its color based on the corresponding values of the sliders and checkboxes. If a light bubble turns to green, this means the matching conditional is satisfied. However, if the bubble turns to red, the matching predicate is false (meaning that it is not covered by the corresponding input value). As the game goes by, the player can comprehend and learn patterns by viewing the results of his decisions and move the sliders and checkboxes in a more purposeful manner. Finally, when the player succeeds in turn-ing all the light bubbles of the path to green, the level is passed and the player can move on to play other paths of the same graph or different graphs. The values with which the player completed the level are the generated test data resulting in the execu-tion of the given test path for that level.   3.3 Logging the Events     As mentioned earlier, to complete each level of the game, all light bubbles in a specific path have to turn to green. However, during a play, some unwanted paths may be covered. When this happens, even though the level is incomplete, the values of the sliders may be appropriate test data for other test paths. These values can then be extracted as test data for those paths. This will not be told to the player since her tar-

float interArea(float r1, bool in1, float r2, bool in2){ if(r1>r2){  float t = r2;  r2 = r1;  r1 = t;  bool bt = in2;  in2 = in1;  in1 = bt; } if(in1){ if(in2) return PI*r1*r1;   else       return 0;} else{     if(in2)  return PI*(r2*r2-r1*r1);        else     return -1;}} A C D E B F G H I (r1>r2) (in1) (in2) (in2) 



6 get path is still uncovered. But, this feature is beneficial because test data can be pro-duced for more than one test path in a single level. This way, a complete set of test data to achieve the coverage of all feasible test paths in a CFG is produced more quickly.  3.4 Special cases in test data generation with Greenify The Inputs’ Range: There is a challenge during the implementation of Greenify’s sliders. The sliders, representing the input variables, have a limited length. Therefore, mapping an integer range to these sliders can be challenging. A solution considered in this article is to limit the input range in a more practical manner. For instance, in a program, it would be sufficient to consider only a part of the integer range. Based on the size of sliders on a mobile screen, we fitted the range from -10 to 10. As future work, we are planning to use another model instead of sliders, with which the player can change the precision simpler and choose the intended amounts, accordingly. The arrays: To simulate array data structures in the game, a new element is added to the game as shown in Fig. 3. If a player adds a new slider, indeed he adds a new ele-ment to the input array. The value of the array element is adjusted by changing the value of the new slider. Since the array in a program could have many elements, ad-justing all elements for the players is very hard. Our solution to this challenge is gen-erating data to all elements by random in the first time, and then the player could change each of the elements. To display a lot of sliders in the game, we use scroll bars such as Fig. 3.  Fig.  3. A sample for considering program arrays in Greenify Infeasible Test Path Detection: To guess infeasible test paths of the CFG, the ap-proach used in this paper specifies a limited amount of time to complete a level (or cover a test path). If the player is not successful in that time period, she loses the level and another test path is given to her to cover. If the number of players who cannot solve the puzzle of a given path exceeds a specified threshold, the difficulty of that path increases and it will be given to higher-rated players. The more a path is given to players and is left unsolved, the higher the probability of it is infeasible. Large CFGs: As the size of CFG increases, the game becomes harder to play. Since Greenify is merely designed to generate data for unit codes usually have small CFGs, large CFGs are not in our research scope. Nevertheless, to show the effectiveness of Greenify, in the next section, Triangle code is presented which has a large CFG with 57 paths such that their maximum length is 15. As the experiment showed, the players 



7 easily played the Triangle’s game and did not engage in the apparent complexity of the game. 3.5 Players Game flow and attracting players is important in Greenify. Therefore, in the following sub-sections, hinting and rating to players are discussed.  Hinting Players: It is important to design gameplay that is neither too easy nor too hard. Hints and clues could be used such that while the player is challenged, she doesn't lose hope and leave the game. A possible way to hint the player is to somehow show which light bubbles are affected when a slider is altered. For example, suppose the variable “A” is directly used in nodes labeled 15, 21, 23 and 30. So, if the player twiddles the slider representing “A”, the corresponding light bubbles can blink, grow or change color. This way, the player is hinted which sliders should change to make a specific light bubble green. Furthermore, this would not make the game too easy be-cause focusing on one light bubble to make it green can mess up the other light bub-bles. Accordingly, the player has to use the hints wisely. To figure out which light bubbles are affected by each slider, we employed a scanner in our implementation to find the variables used in each program branch. Rating Players: To make Greenify more attractive, players can be rated as they com-plete different levels. At first, players are rated as beginners, and they are asked to complete easier graphs with shorter test paths. As a player completes different levels, she gains more points and is rated higher. Players with higher rates are given harder and larger test paths. The difficulty of each test path is affected by the number of pro-gram branches (b), the number of the program’s input variables (i) and the complexity of the program conditional statements in branches (c); the last parameter can be for-mulated as the number of variables or the number of clauses in a conditional state-ment. All of these parameters can be given proper weights by which the parameters’ values are multiplied and averaged to come to a single value as the difficulty degree for a level. Equation 1 formulates the difficulty degree, were the corresponding weight for each parameter, w1, w2, and w3 can be chosen by the game designer.  �����������	
�		 =  ������������	(�
)�������
     (1) As an example, the ABCEH path of the graph shown in Fig. 2 has two branches, four input variables and the average branch complexity of 1.33 (The first branch’s conditional statement includes two variables and the next two branches include 1 variable). If we respectively give a weight of w1=2, w2=3 and w3=1 to the parame-ters, the difficulty degree for this path would be 3.22. 3.6 Example: The Triangle Program To better illustrate how Greenify works, an example is presented here. The example describes a game level based on a well-known program, called “Triangle”, that by receiving three values as the three sides of a triangle, decides if the triangle is scalene, isosceles, equilateral or it is not a triangle at all. The source code of the program is shown in Fig. 4. This code has many infeasible test paths, and also its conditional 



8 statements are complex. Thus, many automatic test data generation approaches are unable to cover all feasible test paths. The CFG of the “Triangle” program is illustrated in Fig. 5. The orange path, shown in Fig. 5, is the path that should be covered in this level of the game. In this path, it is determined that the triangle is isosceles. In Greenify, this path is first shown to the player. Then, by twiddling the three sliders, each corresponding to an input variable of the program, the player changes the input values. Each time the sliders are manipu-lated, the color of each node is changed, accordingly. For instance, if the player sets all the sliders to the same value, the path of the graph which leads to an equilateral triangle becomes green. Now, the player is supposed to play more with the sliders to turn the target path (shown in orange) to green. If she succeeds, she has finished the level and the values of the sliders are the test data generated as a result of completing this level. 
private static int Triangle (int Side1, int Side2, int 
Side3) 

{     
    int triOut; 

    if (Side1 <= 0 || Side2 <= 0 || Side3 <= 0) 
      {   triOut = 4; 
          return (triOut);} 
    triOut = 0; 

    if(Side1 == Side2)           triOut = triOut + 1; 
    if(Side1 == Side3)           triOut = triOut + 2; 

    if(Side2 == Side3)          triOut = triOut + 3; 
    if (triOut == 0) 
{ 
    if (Side1+Side2 <= Side3 || Side2+Side3<=  31 

        Side1 || Side1+Side3 <= Side2)   

           triOut = 4; 
     else                       triOut = 1; 

        return (triOut);} 
    if (triOut > 3)           triOut = 3; 

    else if (triOut == 1 && Side1+Side2 > Side3) 
            triOut = 2; 
    else if (triOut == 2 && Side1+Side3 > Side2) 
            triOut = 2; 

    else if (triOut == 3 && Side2+Side3 > Side1) 
            triOut = 2; 

    else         triOut = 4; 
    return (triOut);} 

 

 Fig. 4. The source code of “Triangle”  Fig. 5. CFG of “Triangle” 4 Evaluation In this section, we compare the Greenify, with both Rings and conventional human-based test data generation, in terms of test data generation speed, coverage and pro-posed set of infeasible test paths. Since our purpose is improving the human-based approach, the automated approaches to test data generation are not in the scope of our research, and thus, we don’t compare Greenify with these methods. Instead, we com-pare Greenify with random-based test data generation methods. In addition, we intend to evaluate the amount of entertainment of the game. So, the research questions are as follows:  



9 1. Does Greenify generate test data faster in comparison to Rings, the conventional human-based and random-based approaches?  2. Is the path coverage of Greenify better in comparison to Rings, the conventional human-based and random-based approaches? 3. Does Greenify offer a smaller set for probable infeasible paths than Rings, the conventional human-based and random-based approaches? 4. Is Greenify more attractive than Rings for the players?  In the following subsections (subsection 4.1 to subsection 4.4), answers to the questions 1 to 4 are described. To conduct the experiment, simple versions of Greenify and Rings were designed for six benchmark programs (the benchmark programs are described in Table 1) and were given to 30 Computer Engineering students from the Faculty of Computer Sci-ence and Engineering of Shahid Beheshti University to perform a trial run. The aver-age age of the participants was 21 years, 14 volunteers of them had programming experience, and 3 volunteers were familiar with concepts of software testing. The volunteers were divided into two groups each with 15 players. The players of the first group, first solved the Greenify puzzles, and after completing Greenify, they started to solve the puzzles of Rings; the participants of the second group solved the puzzles of the games in respectively reverse.  We also gave the six mentioned programs to five programmers and asked them to find input values manually, in a way to cover all the feasible paths of the code. In the end, we generated data for mentioned programs by the random-based test data genera-tion approach. With the acquired data, we examined the amount of time consumed by the programmers, by the players in both games, and by the random method. We also computed the percentage of test paths covered by the test data generated via each method.  Table 1. The benchmark programs # Name Description Number of test paths 1 InterArea The common area between two centric circles (Fig. 2) 8 2 Triangle Determining type of a triangle (explained in section 3) 57 3 Simple-Triangle Determining type of a triangle 4 4 Binary-Search Binary search algorithm 5  5 LCM Determining least common multiplier 6 6 Reminder Determining (x mod y) 4 4.1 Test Data Generation Time According to the first research question, we compared Greenify with Rings, the man-ual and random approaches in terms of test data generation time. The six benchmark programs contain 84 test paths, altogether, among which only 37 test paths are feasible. The total attempts of all the players in playing Greenify was 4263 times during which numerous test data was produced for all feasible test paths. In four competitors, the time taken for each feasible test path to be covered for the first time by any player was calculated in seconds, as displayed in Fig. 6. As shown in 



10 the figure, in the worst case, Greenify took 62.6275 seconds to complete a path. It is interesting that all other feasible paths were covered in less than 15 seconds. In the best case, it took 3.2250 seconds to complete a path. Both the best and the worst cases belong to the “Triangle” program. The path with the highest coverage time is the one through which it is determined that two of the inputs are equal, but the triangle ine-quality property is not held, and therefore, the three inputs cannot make out a valid triangle. The path with the least coverage time is the one through which it is conclud-ed that at least one of the inputs is less than or equal to zero, and thus, the inputs can-not build a valid triangle. It is worth noting that some feasible paths were not covered by Rings and the random-based approach. The first time which players covered all paths for each program in four  methods is shown in Table 2.   Fig.  6. Elapsed time (in seconds) for the first coverage of each feasible test path in Greenify, Rings, human-based and random testing Table 2. Comparison of the first time that all paths are covered by the four test data generation approaches  In Greenify (seconds) In Rings  (seconds) By humans (seconds) By random approach (the thresh-old time is 120 seconds) InterArea 15.30 25.35 91 0.1 Triangle 21.25 40.34 (only 6 paths are covered) 231 120 (only 3 paths are covered) simpleTriangle 9.03 20.454 34 120 (only 3 paths are covered) Binary-Search 62.62 110.03 117 120 (only 4 paths are covered) LCM 21.38 39.57 102 44.63 Reminder 17.90 40.214 181 7.74  As shown in Table 2, Greenify, Rings and the random-based approach have gener-ated data for feasible paths faster than the human-based approach while Greenify outperformed Rings and the random-based method. The main reason for the better performance of Greenify compared with Rings is the use of wrong solutions obtained from Greenify players, which caused many paths to be covered by Greenify before they were proposed to the players. The random-based approach has generated data in less time for the two benchmarks while the speed of test data generation was less for other benchmarks compared to Greenify. In other words, Greenify generated data in less time for 66% of benchmarks. 
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11 To statistically analyze the time measured for covering paths by the four competi-tors (i.e., Greenify, Rings, human-based and random testing), we used the Anova test (Single Factor) method. A well-known test to compare the averages of two samples is T-test; but in case of more than two samples, it may be unreliable. Therefore, the Anova test could be a good choice to statistically analyze the time, elapsed to cover the paths, by the four competitors. By the Anova test, we can check whether there is a difference between the samples and it does not say which sample is better. Therefore, in the null hypothesis we indicate the averages of the samples are the same, and the alternative hypothesis is that the averages are different. We used the Anova test meth-od in Excel Analysis Toolpak to compute all the needed data. In the results, F, F-critical, and P-value are equal to 46.64, 2.67 and 1.42E-20, respectively.  Since F > Fcritical and P-value is less than the chosen significance level (P-value < 0.05), the null hypothesis is rejected. We compared the average elapsed times of Greenify and three other methods which seems to indicate that Greenify outperforms the competi-tors (Fig 7).   Fig. 7. Elapsed time comparison between the four test data generation approaches (Average times of Greenify, Rings, Programmers and Random are equal to 9.18, 18.83, 85.51 and 10.07, respectively)  Since the Anova test could not show Greenify has less average time than the three other methods, we use T-test to show that the difference between the average of the elapsed time of Greenify and the programmers is significant. The null hypothesis is “The average time of the programmers is less than the average time of Greenify”. The calculated p-value is 2.58E-10. Since the p-value is less than the chosen significance level (0.05), the null hypothesis is rejected. Therefore, the average elapsed time for Greenify is less in comparison to the programmers. 4.2 Degree of path coverage Based on the second research question, Greenify is compared with other approaches in terms of the path coverage criterion. Test data generated by Greenify and pro-grammers covered all feasible paths. Rings covered 33 paths of 37 feasible paths and the random test data generation approach covered only 28 feasible test paths when the threshold time was 120 seconds. Feasible path coverage percentages are shown in Table 3. We used Kruskal-Walis test, a rank-based nonparametric test, to statistically ana-lyze the number of covered paths of the benchmark programs by the four competitors. The null hypothesis in this analysis is “the number of covered paths for four catego-



12 ries is equal” and we want to see whether it is rejected. According to results, H and P-value are equal to 22.87 and 4.29E-5, respectively. Since H > P-value, the null hy-pothesis is rejected.  Table 3. The results of path coverage percentage of the four competitors  Greenify Rings Programmers Random test data generation Path Coverage Percentage 100% 89% 100% 75% 4.3 Estimation of infeasible paths Based on the third research question, Greenify is evaluated in terms of the number of likely infeasible test paths. The “Triangle” program has 57 paths yet only 10 paths are feasible. This means that there is only a 17.5% chance for a player to be successful in completing the paths given to her. However, keep in mind that this program is a spe-cial case. In most other programs, the percentage of feasible paths is considerably higher.  Since the players have no idea whether a given level actually has an answer, they keep playing until they can win by passing as many levels as they can. If this problem was not handled by playing a game, developers obviously were not interested in spending this amount of time on it. Even if they were obligated to spend this time, they would not be satisfied with this part of their jobs. This somehow shows the en-gaging privileges of the game. Additionally, while the players in our experiment con-tinuously tried to cover infeasible paths and failed, they unintentionally covered other paths by setting the game sliders to the input values needed to cover those paths. This way, even when they failed to complete the target path, they generated data for other feasible paths, and this scenario resulted in faster coverage of all feasible paths.  The players made 1050 attempts for the “Triangle” program and were able to find test data for 10 out of 57 test paths in the given time period set as the threshold for this game. Therefore, based on the idea mentioned, one can conclude that 47 paths of the “Triangle” program are most likely to be infeasible. The analysis of this program showed that these 47 paths were the exact set of existing infeasible paths of this pro-gram. On the other hand, Ring’s players were only able to cover 6 test paths of all the 10 feasible test paths of the “Triangle”. This means that the set of probable infeasible paths, proposed by Rings, was 41. The number of proposed infeasible paths by the random method is 56. The random method generated 110000000 data in 100 seconds for the "Triangle" code but only 4 paths were covered while Greenify covered all feasible paths only by 1050 data. It shows that the generated test data by the random approach are ineffective due to its blindness while the players were smarter to generate test data.  4.4 Players’ viewpoints about Greenify According to the last research question, we asked the players to present their view-points about Greenify and Rings.  



13 To have a better understanding of the players’ viewpoint on the game, a question-naire was given to each of them after they finished playing. We asked players to rate their level of agreement about two questions on a five-point scale (1=not at all, 5=very) to compare the Rings and Greenify games in terms of their difficulty and enjoyability. Also, we asked them to choose a design goal to Greenify.  In Table 4 the average rates given by the players to both questions are shown. We use a statistical test (T-test) to show that difference between average rates of Greenify and Rings is significant. We selected the significance level of 0.05 and used the T-test function of Excel Analysis Toolpak to reject the null hypotheses shown in Table 4. The calculated p-values for both questions are shown in Table 4. Since these p-values are less than the chosen significance level, the null hypotheses are rejected. Therefore, the players chose Greenify, a more enjoyable and less complicated game to play. Table 4. The result of players' answers to the questionnaire regarding enjoyability and difficulty of Greenify and Rings Questions Average rate to Greenify Average rate to Rings T-test parameters Null hypothesis Alternative hypothesis P-value 1. The game was enjoyable. 3.86 2.63 Ring is more enjoyable. Greenify is more enjoyable. 0.00053 2. The game was difficult to play 1.8 2.76 Playing Greenify is harder. Playing Rings is harder. 0.00039  The interesting point in this survey was that even though the players were all students of computer engineering, only one of them guessed that Greenify had something to do with software quality or testing, and most of them thought it was designed just for entertainment (Fig. 8). The importance of this finding is that no basic knowledge is needed to play this game and anyone familiar with video games can easily play it.  Fig.  8.   Players’  opinion about the  design purpose of Greenify   5 Conclusions and Future work Based on the idea, explained in this paper, a game was designed and employed to generate test data. The main advantage of this idea is the use of inexpensive and copi-ous agents (the players) that results in a decrease in costs and an increase in the speed as well as coverage of test data generation.  The results of the evaluation indicate that the proposed game outperforms Rings, the conventional human-based approach and the random method.  Furthermore, the 
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